
How to: remove dome light module

Removal of dome lights – front and rear

In order to replace the bulbs for the interior lights and/or map lights you 
need to remove the whole dome light module. You cannot change the 
bulbs in-situ.

It’s best to remove the rear one frst (as it’s very easy) so that you can see 
where the metal spring clips are located. Knowing this makes it easier when 
removing the front one.

There are some photos below to help illustrate these steps.

Removing dome light module

Rear
Using your fngers gently pull down the rear of the plastic cover until you 

can get sufcient grip. The plastic is quite fexible so it doesn’t take 
much. Once you have a good grip continue pulling down, but also 
push forward, as this compresses the metal spring clips and allows 
the rear plastic tabs to clear the headliner surround.

Front
I tried the same technique with the front one but could not get it to clear 

the rear tabs. Referring to the web there are a few guides out there 
that mirror what I did next.

Using a small screwdriver gently insert it between the front of the dome 
light and the headliner surround. You need to align it with the spring 
clips, but also at an angle so that you can push the clips towards the 
rear. This is very hit and miss as the mirror gets in the way and you of 
course don’t know exactly where the clips are. Once you have the 
screwdriver in the right position push it towards the rear and down.

If all goes well one side should release. Repeat for the other side and the 



whole module can then be dropped out of the headliner.

Replacing bulbs
There are three white plastic sockets/caps on the top of the module. These 

are obviously for the interior light and the left/right map lights.
To change the bulb, remove the socket by twisting 90 deg and pulling out.
The bulbs are standard 501 W5W (T10) so can just be pulled out.
Insert new bulbs and repeat step 2 above to secure.

Note: switch of the interior light by keeping the button pressed for 3 
seconds before swapping out any bulbs

Re-ftting dome lights

Front and rear
Locate the plastic tabs at the rear of the module and make sure they are 

inserted above the lip of the headliner surround.
Push the front of the module up until the spring clips engage.

Photos:



Remove rear dome light frst. You will be able to the see where the 
metal spring clips are positioned on the front one.

For the front dome module you need to prise out from the front by frst 
compressing the metal spring clips. It's fddly due to the mirror being 
in the way.



Once the module is removed from the front you can see the lip of the 
headliner surround where the clips catch to secure.

On the module itself you can see the three bulb sockets/caps and the 
two metal spring clips.


